
Friday, June 23, 2017 
 

 

 
Dear Members: 
 
I want to take this opportunity to update everyone with regard to the work now 
being performed on our golf courses. I trust you previously received the letter 
from our golf superintendent Travis McCoy on June 13, 2017 discussing this 
subject. 
 
Let me start by telling you that there was no written plan for the beautification 
project prepared by our superintendent, our landscape architect, Buzz Lajaski, and 
our landscaper, Max Garcia, of M&P Landscaping. However, those individuals 
developed a clear, detailed conceptual plan to correct those excessive areas of 
pine straw and increase the amount of sod and foliage in areas surrounding the 
golf courses. This plan was reviewed by the Green Committee and then by the 
Board.  Click here to see a break-down of those specific project itemizations for 
plants, shrubs, and foliage, etc. that will be, or has already been, planted and/or 
installed on our courses. Remember also that a significant amount of pine straw 
will be removed from the courses to be replaced with grass or mulch. Our plan 
calls for approximately 5 acres of grass to be planted throughout the golf property. 
 
Our Hills course was closed for two weeks beginning on May 29, 2017. During that 
period of time, and continuing through the date of this letter, here is a breakdown 
of work done on each hole. 
 
Hills 1 - Completion of cart path cleaning, landscape install right side with bed 
edging completion. Sod prep right side tees and right of green with coquina path 
cut through to Hills 2. 
 
Hills 2 - Bed edging, weed eradication. Connected cart path to right side. 
 
Hills 3 - Landscaping right side beds, bed edging and pine straw installation left 
bed down canal. 
 
Hills 4 - Landscaping under ficus tree, left side. 
 
Hills 5 - Landscaping right side beds and behind green. 
 
Hills 6 - A few pine trees planted left of hole along canal, trees and shrubs planted 
right side of hole in open bed, coquina path to be cut through for staff and 
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member crossing. 
 
Hills 7 - Landscaping shrubs installed left of green in bed by wall. Sod prep bed 
mound between Hills 7 and 8. 
 
Hills 8 - Left of tees landscaping and redesigned front entrance area with plants 
and coquina cut through. 
 
Hills 9 - Sod prep left of tees and landscaping right and left of hole. 
 
You should understand that the normal and customary summer agronomic 
practices of aerification, top dressing of greens, tees and fairways, etc. continues 
while the beautification project is ongoing. 
 
The Lakes course was closed on June 12, 2017 and will reopen for play on June 
26, 2017. Here is a list of work done, so far, to the Lakes golf course: 
 
The bridge by the tee box of Lakes 1 has been repaired with certain wood being 
replaced with a synthetic material that was previously installed on the steps 
leading to the green of Woods 7. 
 
Lakes 1 - Nothing yet done. 
 
Lakes 2 - Pine straw right side canal, weed eradication spraying of all beds. 
 
Lakes 3 - Pine straw right side canal, weed eradication spraying of all beds. 
 
Lakes 4 - Pine straw right side canal, weed eradication spraying of all beds. 
 
Lakes 5 - Pine straw right side canal, weed eradication spraying of all beds. 
 
Lakes 6 - Weed eradication spraying of all beds. 
 
Lakes 7 - Weed eradication spraying of all beds. 
 
Lakes 8 - Weed eradication spraying of all beds. 
 
Lakes 9 - Weed eradication spraying of all beds. 
 
The Woods course will be closed for two weeks beginning on June 26, 2017. 
 
In the next letter to the membership outlining the work being done to each course, 
I hope to provide photos showing specific changes to various holes. At a later 
date, we anticipate having Norm Nebel operate his drone over the courses to allow 



aerial views of those visible changes for your observation.  
 
I want you to understand that we plan for three closing of each course; that being 
said, we expect that the beautification process will be finished with all work by 
October. This is, of course, subject to weather issues that can occur during the 
summer months. 
 
I hope that you will give the superintendent the time required to complete this 
project. Again, when finished, there will be a significant reduction in the pine straw 
with substantial amounts of grass having been planted along with numerous trees, 
plantings and other foliage.  
 
Please contact me, Green Committee Chair Steve Salzman, or GM/COO Trent 
Squire, if you have questions about this letter. 
 
With my best regards and until my next letter updating you on the status of this 
project, 
 

 
Curtis J. Karpel 
President 
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